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ABSTRACT

In the modernizing world, computer science is not only a separate discipline for
scientists but has an essential role in many fields. Next to reading, writing, and
arithmetic, thinking computationally has become a necessary skill for everyone.
There is an increasing interest in developing computational thinking (CT) skills at
various education levels – from kindergarten to university. Wing has defined CT
as "the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so
that the solutions are represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an
information-processing agent." [Win06]. Therefore, at the comprehensive school
level, research is needed to have an understanding of the dimensions of CT skills
and to develop a model to describe the dimensions of CT for assessing CT skills.

CT is described in several articles and reports. Still, these are not in line with
each other, and there is missing a common understanding of the dimensions of the
skills that should be in the focus while developing and assessing CT skills. In this
doctoral study, through a systematic literature review, an overview of the dimen-
sions of CT presented in scientific papers is given. A model for assessing CT skills
in three stages is proposed: i) defining the problem, ii) solving the problem, and
iii) analyzing the solution. Those three stages consist of ten CT skills: problem
formulation, abstraction, problem reformulation, decomposition, data collection
and analysis, algorithmic design, parallelization and iteration, automation, gener-
alization, and evaluation.

The systematic development of CT skills needs an instrument for assessing CT
skills at the basic school level. Tasks of the Bebras (Kobras) international chal-
lenge on informatics have been suggested as part of an instrument to assess CT
skills. This doctoral study empirically tests which CT skills can be distinguished
from the Bebras challenge results. Exploratory factor analysis was used to an-
alyze the results from 7,100 participants of the Bebras challenge, and two main
factors emerged, which can be characterized as algorithmic thinking and pattern
recognition.

As an instrument is created for assessing CT skills at basic school, an interest
remains, if and how this instrument for assessing CT skills can be used at the sec-
ondary school level. This doctoral study also presents a modified and empirically
tested instrument with tasks for the secondary school level. 649 secondary school
students were included in the study, and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was
used to confirm that the modified instrument is suitable for assessing skills of al-
gorithmic design and pattern recognition and can be used for setting directions for
developing CT skills at the secondary school level.

Eventually, a modified model for assessing CT skills is presented, combining
the theoretical and empirical results from the three main studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Research Problem

According to OECD [AGZ16], the European labor market lacks qualified ICT
practitioners as jobs are lost and new jobs are created by automation. The report
states a decreasing interest in STEM subjects science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics. The problem is that in order to educate future citizens, educa-
tional research is needed to identify the forms of knowledge, skills, and compe-
tencies necessary for the advancement of society in the 21st century.

In computer science, questions arise, how to raise interest in and knowledge of
learning the principles of computer science already at the comprehensive school
level. At first, computational thinking (CT) was approached as a way computer
scientists think, but recently it has been noted that it has become an essential way
of thinking for everyone to solve problems effectively while finding their way in
the world of technology.

In 1991 Seymour Papert mentioned the goal of introducing computational
thinking – using a computer to solve problems so that it helps people analyze and
explain the problems, solutions, and connections between them [Pap96]. Wing
[Win06] states that CT skills are fundamental skills for everyone, not just for
computer scientists, and belong to every child’s analytical ability, just like read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic. Wing started a new wave of developing CT as early
as the comprehensive school level. Wing defined CT as "the thought processes in-
volved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are repre-
sented in a form which can be effectively carried out by an information-processing
agent." [Win08]. The information processing agent can be a robot, a computer, a
machine, or a human being. This definition of CT has been widely used and cited
in further studies. Therefore, this Wing’s definition of CT is used as a basis for
this Ph.D. thesis.

Later, the term CT has had several interpretations and has evolved from being
only a way programmers and computer scientists think to essential skills for every
child. Some authors refer to CT as a way computer scientists think. For example,
Anderson [And16] states that "Computational thinking is an approach to problem-
solving typically employed by computer programmers.". Fronza et al. describe
CT as a skill for everyone through in-depth computer science topics as being "the
study of computers and algorithmic processes, including their principles, their
hardware and software designs, their applications, and their impact on society.
" [FIC17]. Grover and Pea, 2013, describe CT as "the process of recognizing
aspects of computation in the world that surrounds us and applying the tools and
techniques from Computer Science to understand and reason about both natural
and artificial systems and processes." [GP13].

Several authors describe CT as a way of thinking for computer scientists to
tackle challenging problems. Gouws et al. state that "this concept extracts the
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thought processes involved in thinking like a computer scientist from concrete
computer science practices and provides a more generalized understanding of
how computer scientists approach problems." [GBW13]. Fowler defines it as "a
method of using some of the concepts used in CS to systematically solve problems
and process information." [Fow17]. Rose et al., 2017 add that a human being is
an essential part of CT, describing CT as "solving problems, designing systems,
and understanding human behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to
computer science." [RHJ17]. Shute et al., 2017, claim that CT occurs when stu-
dents use computers to model their ideas and develop programs [SSA17]. These
views on CT are based on the premise that everyone should be familiar with the
basic concepts of computer science by developing CT.

Not all authors see CT as a skill for computer scientists. Vallance and Towndrow
[VT16] claim that "CT is a skill that all pupils must learn if they are to be ready
for the workplace and able to participate effectively in the digital world". Wein-
trop et al. [Wei+16] believe that CT "represents a universally applicable attitude
and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and
use.". CT is needed for any workplace, but several authors include the problem-
solving aspect of CT. For example, Lee et al. [Lee+11] look at CT in the context of
problem-solving, claiming to use CT " to describe a set of thinking skills, habits,
and approaches that are integral to solving complex problems using a computer
and widely applicable in the information society". Voogt et al. [Voo+15] define
CT as "a conceptual way to systematically, correctly, and efficiently process infor-
mation and tasks to solve complex problems". Roscoe et al. [RFP14] state that CT
"is a fundamental problem-solving technique that has applications beyond com-
puting and is considered by many to be a fundamental life skill". This way, CT
can be recognized as algorithmic thinking involved in solving problems.

The Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) and the International So-
ciety for Technology in Education (ISTE) describe CT as an ability to deal with
complexity and open-ended problems [IC11]:"CT as a problem-solving process
that includes (but is not limited to) the following characteristics: formulating
problems for computational solution, logically organizing and analyzing data, ab-
stractions including models and simulations, algorithmic thinking, evaluation for
efficiency and correctness, generalizing and transferring to other domains".

Not all authors emphasize the role of problem-solving in CT. Selby and Wool-
lard [SW13] define CT as "a cognitive or thought process that reflects the ability
to think in abstractions, the ability to think in terms of decomposition, the ability
to think algorithmically, the ability to think in terms of evaluations, and the ability
to think in generalizations". Lee et al. look at CT as "a set of thinking patterns
that includes understanding problems with appropriate representation, reasoning
at multiple levels of abstraction, and developing automated solutions". These
definitions concentrate on describing dimensions of CT, which mostly include de-
scribing problem-solving processes but do not name problem solving indirectly.
Denning and Tedre [DT19] emphasize that CT varies as students progress taking a
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constructivist approach by starting from writing down clear instructions and mov-
ing towards learning fundamental concepts found in programs. Although, they
explain that CT is not a set of concepts for programming; it is a way of thinking
that is honed through practice: the mental skills for designing computations to do
jobs for us, and for explaining and interpreting the world as a complex of infor-
mation processes. The authors identify six dimensions of CT: methods, machines,
computing education, software engineering, computational science, and design.

Several reports have described CT, but these reports are not in line with each
other. Various definitions of CT conflict with each other, for example, by stating
that CT is essential for the way computer scientists think versus it is for everyone.
Some of the definitions include the problem-solving aspect, and some do not.
This leads to the idea of finding a common understanding of the dimensions of
CT skills. Although several authors list CT skills, there is no integrated model
based on a shared sense of CT dimensions that include CT skills for developing
CT.

In addition to the common understanding of the definition and dimensions, a
tool for assessing CT skills is needed. Such a tool would help us measure the
development of CT skills at basic and secondary school levels in order to plan and
develop various CT skills systematically.

1.2. The Focus of the Research

As there are many different definitions for CT, the aim of the study is to find a com-
mon understanding of CT and, more specifically, CT skills, to develop a model
and an instrument for describing and assessing the dimensions of CT. Therefore,
this Ph.D. study is divided into three studies: i) creating a model for developing
CT skills, ii) creating an instrument to assess CT skills at the basic school level,
and iii) creating an instrument to assess CT skills at the secondary school level.

The aim of the first study is as follows: Finding a common understanding of
the dimensions of CT skills that should be developed at school. The following
two research questions are posed for the first study:

1. Which dimensions of CT skills can be identified in articles on developing
CT?

2. How can these dimensions from different articles be combined into a new
theoretical model for assessing CT?

Research questions 1 and 2 are addressed in the original publication of Article
I [TP20].

The aim of the second study is as follows: Finding and testing an instrument to
assess CT skills in basic school. The following two research questions are posed
for the second study:

3. Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills in basic school?
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4. Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for assessing
CT in basic school?

Research questions 3 and 4 are addressed in the original publication of Article
II [Tau+17].

The aim of the third study is as follows: Finding and testing an instrument to
assess CT skills in secondary school. The following research questions are posed
for the third study:

5. Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills in secondary school?
6. Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for assessing

CT in secondary school?
Research questions 5 and 6 are addressed in the original publication of Article

III [TP19].
Visual representation of the research design including all three studies can be

found in Figure 4.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Skills of CT

International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) has included CT as
an across discipline for all the students, and CT is claimed to be a foundational
skill for every student’s ability to recognize opportunities to apply CT in their
environment [IST]. As educators should develop a working knowledge of core
components of CT, the question remains, which skills of CT should be developed
already at the comprehensive school level?

Wing [Win08] described the skills of CT through problem-solving. Wing’s
definition includes formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions
can be carried out by a machine, a computer, or a human being. This definition
has become the most used definition to describe a way to approach CT for solving
problems using algorithms and is the base definition of CT in this thesis.

The Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) and the International So-
ciety for Technology in Education (ISTE) have collaborated to create a framework
for preparing students to become computational thinkers who can use digital tools
for solving future problems. They concluded that CT is a problem-solving process
that includes (but is not limited to) the following six characteristics [IC11]:

• "Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other
tools to help solve them.

• Logically organizing and analyzing data.
• Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations.
• Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking.
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal

of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and re-
sources.

• Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a wide variety
of problems."

The authors of computer science education articles have included various CT
concepts in their models. For example, next to abstraction, problem decomposi-
tion, algorithms, and automation, Barr and Stephenson [BS11] have included the
importance of data collection, analysis, and representation to the CT concepts.
Also, parallelization and simulation should be considered to be the core CT con-
cepts. Moreno-León et al. [MRR15] have created an automatic tool for assessing
CT in educational programming language Scratch projects and have included the
following skills of CT in their model: abstraction, parallelization, logic, synchro-
nization, flow control, user interactivity, and data representation.

As CSTA and ISTE are leading computer science education organizations,
most of the authors follow the previously mentioned list of the main ideas for
developing CT [IC11], but that list is not that specific when it comes to teaching
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the skills of CT. Selby and Woollard [SW13] have taken a more in-depth look at
CSTA and ISTE suggestions. They have systematically identified CT skills in-
corporating thought processes that utilize abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic
thinking, evaluation, and generalization. Logical thinking and problem solving
are often mentioned as being part of CT, but Selby and Woollard [SW13] have
excluded several previously mentioned terms due to being broad and not well
defined. They claim that other aspects, such as system design, automation, com-
puter science content, modeling, simulation, and visualization, are not skills but
evidence of the use of skills. CT is an activity, often product-oriented, associ-
ated with, but not limited to, problem-solving. This leads us to five specific skills
to be developed in comprehensive school curricula as skills of CT: abstraction,
decomposition, algorithmic design, generalization, and evaluation.

The five skills of CT identified by Selby and Woollard [SW13] is a starting
point for finding a common understanding of the CT skills in this thesis, but the
question arises: Is this the list of CT skills that we should introduce at school, or
are there any other skills that should be included in the model for developing CT?

2.2. Assessing the Development of CT Skills

The main focus of the thesis is on creating and an instrument to assess CT skills.
Instruments for assessing CT skills can vary depending on how we develop CT
skills – instruments for assessing robotics research projects can differ from how
we assess algorithmic tasks on paper. CT skills can be developed in various school
subjects using multiple tools and methods.

Selby et al. [SDW14] have suggested six strands of CT: algorithms, program-
ming and development, data and data representation, hardware and processing,
communication, and networks and information technology. These strands can be
used for creating scenarios for developing CT tasks but can overlap slightly. A
pedagogical framework for CT [Kot+17] suggests dividing CT into four expe-
riences: unplugged, tinkering, making, and remixing. Lee et al. have suggested
teaching CT in youth practice in three domains: modeling and simulation, robotics
and machines, and game design and development.

One common understanding of the categorization described above is by the
tools used for developing and assessing CT. Looking at all of these categories,
a common idea arises of dividing scenarios for developing and assessing the de-
velopment of CT skills into three main categories: gaming and project creation,
robotics and tinkering activities, and unplugged activities.

2.2.1. Assessing the Development of CT Using Gaming and Project
Creation Activities

One of the options to develop CT skills is playing pre-made games for developing
CT skills. Brackmann [Bra+17] has described tasks from the webpage code.org,
designed to develop decomposition by breaking problems into smaller solvable
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ones, e.g., planting a tree, washing hands, preparing breakfast, taking an elevator,
tying shoes, etc. Algorithmic design, abstraction, and pattern recognition can be
developed with games, including a map for finding the shortest route by using ar-
rows and multipliers as commands. Also, a popular song was used as an example
of how a song can turn into an algorithm. The game of Tetris was used to give
instructions to the partner with the use of repetitions, moving every piece to the
correct location. Eventually, a game was played, where several starting points had
to be connected with ending points with various colors leaving no blank spaces.
For assessing the CT skills, they used a test consisting of the following tasks: "De-
composition" activity (decomposition, algorithms), "Monica’s Map" activity (pat-
tern recognition and algorithms), "Elephants" activity (abstraction, pattern recog-
nition, algorithms), "Tetris" activity (pattern recognition, algorithms), "Repetition
Drawing" activity (decomposition, abstraction, pattern recognition, algorithms)
and "Monica’s Automata" (decomposition, abstraction, algorithms). These tasks
seem to be engaging but assess several skills in each task and cannot be used for
assessing one skill at a time.

Roman-Gonzalez [RPJ17] developed a CT test for assessing the skills of com-
pletion, debugging, and sequencing through nesting tasks The Maze and The Can-
vas. Those tasks involved finding the path through the labyrinth with correct se-
quencing arrows and drawing shapes on the canvas with valid commands. Re-
sults showed four factors emerging: verbal factor, spatial factor, reasoning factor,
and numerical factor. Also, a problem-solving test was used to assess reason-
ing, spatial ability, and working memory. The problem-solving test had the most
significant correlation with the CT test, but CT lacks information on specific CT
skills.

Rose et al. [DS18] used Lightbot and Scratch jr tasks to develop CT skills.
Firstly, matching shapes tasks were developed, where students had to select the
odd one out of the shapes and select the next shape or the missing shape in a
pattern. Answers were rotated, requiring the students to perform transformations
like the thinking required in Lightbot. Two versions of Lightbot-like games with
15 levels were created – one that looked like Lightbot and another like Scratch jr.
The CT skills of abstraction and generalization, algorithms and procedures, data
collection, analysis and representation, decomposition, parallelism, debugging,
testing and analysis, and control structures were developed with the tool. The
authors assessed scores, steps, number of attempts, a level reached, and time for
each student. This approach does not give much information about developing
specific CT skills.

Brennan and Resnick [BR12] have suggested creating playful projects with
the visual program language Scratch for developing CT skills. Completed project
portfolios of students can be analyzed, artifact-based interviews conducted, and
predesigned scenarios used for assessing the development of CT skills. Brennan
and Resnick [BR12] claim that designing projects with Scratch develops CT con-
cepts (sequences, loops, events, parallelism, conditionals, operators, and data),
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practices (being incremental and iterative, testing and debugging, reusing and
remixing, abstracting and modularizing), and perspectives (expressing, connect-
ing and questioning). Resnick et al. [BR12] suggest three ways of assessing
various aspects of CT in Scratch projects: project analysis, artifact-based inter-
views, and design scenarios. Fronza et al. [FIC17] used the same framework of
analyzing Scratch projects for assessing animation creation, where the animal is
moving towards the objects (see Figure 1), and eventually creating games, where
the user clicks on objects to increase the score.

Figure 1. Example of a Scratch Project

Moreno-Leon et al. [MRR15] have developed a tool called Dr. Scratch for
automated assessment of the Scratch project, which analyzes the usage of the
following CT concepts: abstraction, parallelization, logic, synchronization, flow
control, user interactivity, and data representation. Robles et al. [Rob+17] have
emphasized that, in addition to creating original projects, the skill of reusing oth-
ers’ projects in Scratch can be useful as well as it develops the same CT skills.
Chang et al. [CTC17] used the same tool for assessing the projects called Maze
Starter and Slime Slayer and looked at the remixes that students composed. The
results show that those remixes can develop other CT skills than original projects.
Marcelino et al. [Mar+18] used Dr. Scratch for assessing results from a Scratch
course with CT fundamentals, which involved constructing animations, interac-
tive stories, and educational games. This tool seems to be strict but can assess
Scratch projects that can be very different. Final projects included a poem that
can be read and heard, a healthy food wheel game, where students have to put the
different food in the right place of the wheel and gain some points that way, and
an animal rights game with three different puzzles about the theme. Morelli et al.
[Mor+11] suggest another way of developing CT by creating mobile apps with a
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block-based environment, App Inventor, where usage of the same CT skills can
be identified from the projects.

Similar to Scratch, a visual programming language environment Alice, has
been used by Zhong et al. [Zho+16] for developing CT skills. They created
six tasks for assessing sequences, loops, parallelism, modularization, testing and
debugging, planning and designing, creativity and expressing, abstraction and
modeling, testing and debugging, iteration and optimization, and reusing. Tasks
included closed tasks where the student had to make a rabbit eat off a green
cauliflower, a pair of semi-open tasks where students had to make the big rab-
bit jump to the front of red cauliflowers, and open tasks for designing a scenario
to describe what has probably happened after the small rabbit became smaller and
required filling out the creative design.

Another visual programming language environment, Kodu Gaming Lab, was
used by Chiazzese et al. [Chi+17] to assess storyline (narrative), problem formu-
lation (abstraction), solution expression (automation), execution, and evaluation
(analysis). Tasks consisted of introducing visual programming and the Kodu en-
vironment by manipulating the physical tiles of the Kodu language. The next step
was to design a virtual game scenario, define goals, choose rules, construct game
actions, and create a scoring system. Children were guided by the autonomous
construction of simple games, starting from the narrative description. Eventually,
the acquired skills were assessed. There are other activities that can be included
in this category, like a web page or mobile app creation.

2.2.2. Assessing Development of CT Using Robotics and Tinkering
Activities

Robotics as a hands-on activity can be used for developing CT skills, too. Bers et
al. [Ber+14] suggest the following TangibleK lessons for developing CT skills:

1. The engineering design process. Children solve toy people’s transport prob-
lems by building non-robotic vehicles. For this purpose, the engineering
design processes were implemented to plan, test, and improve their vehi-
cles.

2. Robotics. This activity includes discussing the robots- what robots are and
are not. Children explore robotic parts by designing and building their
robots. The goal is to learn to connect robotic parts (wires and motors)
to make a robot that moves. Children have an opportunity to build and de-
sign with the robotics materials freely and to create their programs beyond
those that are outlined in each of the structured lessons.

3. Choosing and sequencing programming instructions. Children program
robots to dance the "Hokey-Pokey" by choosing and sequencing relevant
instructions. Those programming commands help to recall and apply the
programming instructions.

4. Looping programs. Children use instructions to program robots to repeat
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a movement forever. After that, they can program their robot’s movement
only a particular number of times to reach a fixed location.

5. Sensors. This activity includes using light sensors to program robots to turn
on and off lights according to the darkness of the room. Children draw
comparisons between robotic sensors and human senses.

6. Branching programs. Children are introduced to conditional control flow
instructions, "If" and "If Not," which are used with sensors to make pro-
grams that include environmental conditions into the robot’s behavior.

After the six activities, an interdisciplinary project can be made that invites
children to apply the now-familiar powerful ideas to a different theme or context.
The teacher decides on a theme drawn from other subjects studied during the
year, and each child chooses a challenge within this theme, e.g., animal behaviors,
vehicles that help the community, or "Who Am I?". Children created projects
representing snakes that slither, recycling trucks that collect refuse, and sewing
needles that travel back and forth through the fabric, among many others. The
projects allow children to demonstrate the powerful ideas they learned over the six
activities and apply them and continue learning about them in a new context. CT is
assessed with a grading matrix, including aspects of problem-solving (hypothesis
of the problem, working towards the solution, taking care of the workplace) and
an interview asking questions about understanding the code and working towards
the solution.

Atmatzidou and Demetriadis [AD16] suggest LEGO robotics (see Figure 2)
for teaching CT skills. They studied 11 Lego Mindstorms NXT robotics lessons,
which develop five CT skills: abstraction, generalization, algorithm, modularity,
and decomposition. The following instruments were used to assess: profile ques-
tionnaire, two intermediate questionnaires, student opinion questionnaire, think-
aloud protocol, interview, and observation.

There are other activities that can be included in this category, as the internet
of things and smart clothing activities.

2.2.3. Assessing Development of CT Using Unplugged Activities

There are several ways to develop CT skills without the need for a computer, ma-
chine, or robot. Chiazzese et al. [Chi+17] suggest paper graph activities for pri-
mary school pupils, as literature emphasizes the relevance of narrative strategies
to stimulate learning processes. For this reason, the authors propose extending
the range of CT skills by including a narrative stage as an introductory level. This
stage includes writing the description of a story to be used in the virtual stage. The
narrative stage is when students elaborate on the abstract formulation of a story
(problem formulation) by extracting key information items from the narrative de-
scription of the story (storyline). It includes identifying characters, protagonists,
antagonists, virtual stage elements, scoring rules, game goals, and characters’ ac-
tions. After that stage, children can translate the key information items into pro-
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Figure 2. LEGO Robots EV3 and NXT are suggested for developing CT skills

gramming instructions (solution expression). Finally, the children play the game
and test (execution and evaluation) their code to detect errors. Various tools have
been used to collect data: a pre-test and a post-test to detect differences in the
attitude towards computer programming amongst students. The questionnaires
have been delivered in the post-test, with the specific aims of measuring the read-
ing, numeracy, and reasoning abilities and other measures of student performance.
Unfortunately, the skills of CT were not explicitly tested.

Borges et al. [BMC17] presented a challenge to develop a board game using,
as much as possible, the tools available at the maker space (3D printer, laser cut-
ter, vinyl cutter, and Arduino kits). Participants worked in groups of four people
to create a digital portfolio using Google Documents and shared it with the au-
thor. Then they engaged in a 12-hour training for machine use (vinyl cutter, laser
cutter, 3D printer, and basic electronics). After that, they had time to create and
test a game. Initially, cognitive development was tested using Longleat’s Test of
Cognitive Development. This test aims to classify the subjects as being in either
the concrete-operational or formal-operational stage. It evaluates the operational
level of secondary school students in three areas: logic, combinations, and proba-
bilities.

To assess specific skills of CT, Selby, Dorling, and Woollard [SDW14] created
a matrix for assessing the five skills of CT: abstraction, decomposition, algorith-
mic thinking, generalization, and evaluation. This approach includes an individual
assessment that might be time-consuming and has not been empirically tested in
real-life situations. Dagiene and Sentance [DS16] and Dagiene et al. [DSS17]
suggest Bebras challenge tasks for developing and assessing CT skills. Bebras is
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an informatics challenge for pupils, which provides for many real-life-based tasks
for developing CT. They have suggested that Bebras tasks can be used either as
interesting starter tasks at the beginning of a lesson or in the formative assessment
part of a lesson. They analyze 52 Bebras tasks that were chosen by Lithuania and
the UK for all age groups. For each task, they identified the primary and most
important CT skills being developed in that task. Twenty-two of the tasks involve
some degree of algorithmic thinking in finding a solution. Eleven tasks involve
the skill of evaluation, eight demonstrate abstraction, six decomposition, and five
generalization. Tasks can demonstrate more than one CT skill, but in this instance,
they have highlighted the most dominant one. Bebras tasks are short and designed
to be solved within a few minutes. It can be challenging to generate tasks that
demonstrate a lot of decomposition or evaluation in a short task. However, a key
aspect of computer science at school is the design and execution of algorithms,
which support the development of programming skills, so it may not be surprising
that so many algorithmic thinking tasks (see Figure 3) make their way into the
Bebras contest.

The crane in the port of Lodgedam has six different input commands:

left

right

up

down

grab

let go

Crate A is in the left position, crate B is in the position on the right.

Question:

Using the command buttons, swap the position of the two crates.

Figure 3. An Example of Bebras Challenge Task Suggested for Developing CT Skills

Dagiene and Sentence [DS16] suggest the following Bebras tasks (that can be
found in UK Bebras "Computational Thinking Challenge "[Blo+15]) for develop-
ing the following skills of CT:

• Abstraction is assessed in the tasks Beaver the Alchemist, Busy Beaver,
Drawing Stars, Fried Egg, Geocaching, Popularity, Trains, and Walnut An-
imals.

• Decomposition is assessed in the tasks Animation, Fireworks, Pirate Hunters,
Stack Computer, Quick Beaver Code, and Word Chains.
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• Algorithmic thinking is assessed in the tasks Beaver Logs, Biber Hotel,
Bowl Factory, Building a Chip, Button Game, Car Transportation, Chakhokhbili,
Crane operating, Cross Country, Decorating Chocolate, Drawing Patterns,
Dream Dress, Fair Share, Irrigation system, Left Turn!, Mushrooms, Pen-
cils Alignment, Reaching the Target, Supper Power Family Theatre, Throw
the Dice, and You Won’t Find It.

• Evaluation is assessed in the tasks Animal Competition, Beaver Gates, Beaver
Tutorials, Birds Bracelet, Birthday Balloons, Data Protection, Email Scam,
Robot the Stairs, Setting the Table, and Turn the Cards.

• Generalization is assessed in the following tasks: Beaver Lunch, Kangaroo,
Mobiles, RAID Array, and Spies.

Our study empirically tests the tasks by looking at the factors arising from the
results of the Bebras challenge. Such tasks would help us choose specific tasks
for developing and accessing specific skills of CT.
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

This chapter gives an overview of the research design and methods used in the
doctoral study. Firstly, the research design, including flow charts of the studies
and articles, is introduced. Secondly, methods for creating a model for assessing
CT skills are described. Thirdly, methods for developing tools to assess CT skills
at the basic and secondary school levels are presented. According to the Inter-
national Standard Classification of Education, this study includes students from
basic school classification ISCED 1 (11–12 years old, grade 5–6) and secondary
school classification ISCED 3 (16–18 years old, grade 10–12).

3.1. Research Design

The doctoral study consists of three studies answering six research questions lead-
ing to a modified model for assessing CT skills (see Figure 4).

STUDY 1 
Which dimensions of CT skills can be identified in articles developing CT?

How can these dimensions be combined into a new theoretical model for developing CT?.

Article 1
A Model for Developing Computational Thinking Skills

Systematic literature review.
Search term "computational thinking", n = 65

STUDY 2 
Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills at basic school?

Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for assessing CT at basic school?

Article 2
Tasks for assessing Skills of Computational Thinking

Instrument for assessing CT skills at basic school.
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA), n = 7100

STUDY 3 
Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills at secondary school?

Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for assessing CT at secondary school?

Article 3
Tasks for Assessing Skills of Computational Thinking 
at Secondary School Level

Instrument for assessing CT skills at secondary school.
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), n = 649

MODIFIED MODEL FOR ASSESSING CT SKILLS

Figure 4. Research design

The goal of study 1 was to identify the dimensions of CT skills. A systematic
literature review was conducted, and 65 articles were included to create a model
for assessing CT skills. The goal of study 2 was to create an instrument for as-
sessing CT skills in the basic school environment. Tasks from Bebras challenge
[Blo+15] with the results from 7,100 students were analyzed, and a two-factorial
model was created using exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The goal of study 3
was to adapt the tool created in study 2 for usage at the secondary school level.
Results from 649 students were analyzed, and confirmatory factor analysis was
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used to test the two-factorial model found at the basic school level. These three
studies led to the result of creating a new model for assessing CT skills.

3.2. Creating a Model for Assessing CT Skills

The first study includes the identification of dimensions of CT to make a model
for assessing CT skills. The PRISMA statement for reporting systematic reviews
and meta-analyses of studies [Lib+09] was used as being one of the most used
systematic review models in four stages: identification, screening, eligibility, and
inclusion. This study used a systematic literature review method using EBSCO
Discovery Service and ACM Digital Library search engines (see Figure 5). These
search tools provided the main articles included in the introductory part of the
thesis and are acknowledged search tools for scientific computer science education
literature.
Articles found from EBSCO Discovery Service; 

Search term: "computational thinking"

(n = 313)

Articles found from ACM Digital Library; 
Search term: "computational thinking"

(n = 228)

Articles after removal of duplicates

(n = 528)

Articles excluded for not discussing
computational thinking or being too short:

1–3 pages
(n = 127)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility

(n = 401)

Full-text articles excluded for being
irrelevant to the study

(n = 345)

Articles initially included in 
qualitative synthesis

(n = 56)

Additional articles added through analysis
of references in initially included articles

(n = 9)

Articles finally included in
qualitative synthesis

(n = 65)

Figure 5. Stages of systematic CT literature analysis

The search procedure included the following steps:
1. Step 1. Identification Specifying the search of relevant articles, which was

carried out on 1 January 2018. It returned 541 matches (228 from ACM
Digital Library and 313 from EBSCO Discovery Service). As Wing in 2006
[Win06] started a wave of using the term "computational thinking," and the
search was done in 2018, the publications’ were from the period 2006 to
2018.
The following criteria were conducted in each search engine:
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(a) The EBSCO Discovery Service search engine: i) search term "com-
putational thinking"; ii) full text available; iii) peer-reviewed, and iv)
in English.

(b) The ACM Digital Library search engine: i) search term "computa-
tional thinking" in the abstract, and ii) full text available.

2. Step 2. Screening Filtering out relevant articles for the study. This step
included filtering out:

(a) duplicates (13);
(b) too short, only 1–3 pages long texts (127);

3. Step 3. Eligibility. In this stage, full articles were assessed for eligibility,
and articles were excluded that:

(a) did not include CT in the context of computer science education (32);
(b) had no exact listing of CT skills (313).

4. Step 4. Inclusion. During the qualitative synthesis of 56 articles, nine
articles were added through analysis of the references. Added articles are
connected with dashed lines in Figure 5).

During the filtering stage, nine articles were added based on the references
in selected articles, making a total number of 65 articles used in the qualitative
analysis (see Figure 5).

After filtering out 65 articles, a three-step systematic review process was con-
ducted as follows. Firstly, to mark down the definitions and dimensions of CT
skills described in the articles, an analytic framework was created, including a
reference name, model type and number, definitions, and dimensions of CT skills.
Secondly, descendences of the models used in the articles were visualized by cre-
ating a cluster map (see Figure 6) and connecting the articles with arrows. This
cluster map of the descendences led to the mainly referred articles containing
models of CT skills, which were highlighted. Thirdly, the CT skills from the
mainly referred models were sequenced. Descriptions of the skills and dimen-
sions by various authors were combined in a table (see Table 1) to create a new
model for assessing CT skills. Finally, the model and the core CT skills were
described with examples.

3.3. Methods for Developing Instrument to Assess CT in Basic
School

The second study, after the systematic review of the articles, includes developing
a tool for assessing CT skills at basic school. Basic school in Estonia includes
grades from 1 to 9 (7–15 years old), and according to the International Standard
Classification of Education, this study includes students from basic school clas-
sification ISCED 1 (11–12 years old, grade 5–6). Based on the five-dimensional
model by Selby and Woollard [SW13], Bebras challenge tasks were suggested for
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basic school by Dagiene and Sentance [DS16] to be used for assessing five skills
of CT: abstraction, algorithmic design, decomposition, evaluation, and general-
ization. As Bebras is an award-winning international contest in informatics that
has been running since 2004 in basic and secondary schools, with over 50 coun-
tries participating, the following tasks from UK Bebras "Computational Thinking
Challenge" [Blo+15] were used for assessing mainly four CT skills out of five as
no generalization tasks were suggested:

• Abstraction: Geocaching.
• Decomposition: Animation, Quick Beaver Code.
• Algorithmic design: Biber Hotel, Button Game, Crane Operating, Cross

Country, Dream Dress, Fair Share, Mushrooms, Pencils Alignment.
• Evaluation: Animal Competition, Robot the Stairs.

Although the Bebras challenge is for six various age groups, in this study, the
Benjamin age group (11–12 years of age) students from Lithuania (n = 7,100)
were studied to determine which dimensions of CT skills can be identified from
the results as independent factors. This study includes the results from all the
Lithuanian students participating in the Bebras challenge preliminary round, in-
cluding male and female students with various backgrounds.

For assessing CT skills at the basic school level, Bebras algorithmic problem-
solving tasks were used with specific problem description and a question. Tasks
have been translated by the organizers into Lithuanian and into English. Each task
gave 1 point for correct answers, and -1 point for wrong answers. 0 points were
given for no answer.

As the aim of this study was to understand if the tasks of the Bebras chal-
lenge assess the theoretical dimensions of CT skills as suggested, a confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) was used for finding out fit-indexes Tucker-Lewis (TLI),
comparative fit (CFI), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) for
assessing CT skills as suggested. The Bebras challenge of 2015 used only tasks
for assessing four out of the five dimensions of CT skills; therefore, CFA was
performed for confirming the four-factor model. As CFA did not give the results
theoretically expected, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to find
out if results could be divided into categories that are not specific to the model with
the five dimensions. EFA with principal axis factoring was used with the Oblimin
rotation and Kaiser normalization to detect main factors. These factors are then
interpreted by analyzing the tasks, as main CT skills in a problem-solving stage.

3.4. Methods for Developing Instrument to Assess CT in
Secondary School

The third study presents a modification of the instrument from study 2 to assess
CT skills at the secondary school level. According to the International Standard
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Classification of Education, this study includes students from secondary school
classification ISCED 3 (16-18 years old, grade 10-12).

For assessing CT skills of problem-solving at the secondary school level, a
modified instrument from study 2 was created. In 2018 a pilot study for the third
study and the main part of the third study was conducted.

A pilot study for the third study was conducted with 35 students from the
11th grade (16–17 years of age). Tasks with over 80% of the correct answers
were replaced with the tasks suggested from the same dimension. The tasks for
being suitable in the two-factorial model were Popularity, Word Chains, Irrigation
System, Beaver Lunch, Decorating Chocolate, and Building a Chip [Blo+15]. A
modified instrument for the secondary school includes ten tasks, five tasks from
each dimension of CT skills – algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition. As
the negative scores made statistically no difference, tasks were graded 1 point for
correct answers and 0 points for incorrect answers. This instrument was uploaded
as an online questionnaire, and the suggestion was to finish it within 40 minutes,
but no strict time limit was set.

After the pilot study of the third study, a main part of the third study included
students from the 10th grade of 17 secondary schools. All the schools were se-
lected based on a voluntary basis, where the whole class, including male and
female students with various backgrounds, had to complete the online test. 789
students started the test, but 118 results were removed for not finishing the test,
and 25 were removed due to duplicates or students being unidentifiable. So the
final study included a total number of 655 responses.

As the third study used a modified instrument from the second study, confir-
matory factor analysis (CFA) was used to confirm the two dimensional CT skill
structure found from the basic school study in the original publication Article I.
CFA for validating the two-dimensional structure was done by determining the fit
indices Tucker-Lewis (TLI), Comparative Fit (CFI), Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA), and Weighted Root Mean Square Residual (WRMR).

As two factors were predicted, a two-factor model was created with five tasks
in each factor. The statistical program Mplus (Version 7) [BG11]) was used for
CFA. In order to evaluate the models, we adopted criteria for fit indexes that had
been proposed by Mplus [MM98], which are as follows: RMSEA: close fit: 6
.05, reasonable fit: .05-.08, poor fit: > .10; CFI: > .95; TLI: > .95.).
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4. FINDINGS

4.1. A Model for Assessing CT Skills

This chapter describes the process of identifying the directions of CT with a new
proposed model for assessing CT skills. CT skills identified in this model are used
for creating tasks for assessing CT skills at basic school and secondary school
levels.

4.1.1. Identifying the Directions of CT

CT has been a matter of discussion for several years, and opinions on the dimen-
sions of CT have evolved accordingly. This study concentrates on that issue by
including 65 articles for identifying the skills of CT. It appeared that those arti-
cles are often referring to each other. Therefore, for a better understanding of the
relations between various articles about CT skills, articles were categorized based
on the theoretical framework, definition, and skills of CT. The year of publication
helps to create the dependencies of the articles as usually, newer articles are based
on the previous studies. As a result of the article content analysis, a cluster map
was created (see Figure 6), which demonstrates the descendancies of the articles.

Large colored framed borders on Figure 6 mark six bigger clusters of identified
CT skills from the original publication Article I that originated from the following
authors:

1. Wing (2006) [Win06],
2. Barr and Stephenson (2011) [BS11],
3. CSTA and ISTE (2011) [IC11],
4. Brennan and Resnick (2012) [BR12],
5. Selby and Woollard (2013) [SW13], and
6. Moreno-León (2015) [MRR15].
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As the cluster map shows, the modern era of developing CT skills started with
Wing in 2006 [Win06], suggesting CT for describing fundamental skills for ev-
eryone, not only for computer scientists. CT skills are connected with solving
algorithmic problems with a computer, machine, or human being. Solving algo-
rithmic problems includes evaluating the difficulty and best solutions for solving
the accounting problems for the power of the computing device that runs the sys-
tem.

The first cluster (on the left side of the cluster map on Figure reffig:clusterm,
with a green border) includes twenty-one articles that derive from Wing’s theory
[Win06] highlighting the following characteristics of CT: abstraction, problem
decomposition, problem reformulation, automation, and testing.

The second cluster, deriving from Wing [Win06], starts from Barr and Stephen-
son (2011) [BS11] (light blue border on Figure 6). They compared nine CT con-
cepts and capabilities in computer science, mathematics, science, language arts,
and social studies: data collection, analysis and representation, decomposition,
abstraction, algorithms and procedures, automation, parallelization, and simula-
tion. Compared to Wing [Win06], these concepts have a more significant focus on
data manipulation (collection, analysis, and representation) and algorithms. Par-
allelization and simulation were added as separate core CT concepts. Deriving
from this article, the second cluster of articles uses these CT concepts (Gouws et
al., 2013 [GBW13], Soleimani et al., 2016 [Sol+16], Atmatzidou and Demetriadis
2016 [AD16], Costa et al., 2016 [CCG17] and Rose et al., 2017 [RHJ17]).

The third cluster, deriving from Wing [Win06], starts from the six concepts
presented by CSTA and ISTE (2011) [IC11] (dark blue border on Figure 6), which
includes formulating problems, organizing and analyzing data, abstractions, au-
tomation (algorithmic thinking), evaluation for efficiency and correctness, and
generalizing. The main focus of these concepts is on solving problems using al-
gorithms. These concepts are different from Barr and Stephenson (2011) [BS11]
as generalization and evaluation for efficiency and correctness were included as
CT skills. As computer science teacher organizations (ISTE and CSTA) have
an international influence on teaching, nine articles have used those CT concepts
(Denning, 2017 [Den17], Fronza et al., 2015 [FIC17], Rode et al., 2015 [Rod+15],
Kalelioglu et al., 2016 [KGK16], Chen et al., 2017 [Che+17], Pellas and Vosi-
nakis, 2017 [PV17], Korkmaz et al., 2017 [KÇÖ17], Durak and Saritepeci, 2018
[DS18] and Lowe and Brophy, 2017 [LB17]).

The fourth cluster, deriving from Wing [Win06], comes from Brennan and
Rescnick (2012) [BR12] (pink border on Figure 6), studied Scratch projects and
described four practices of CT: abstracting and modularizing, reusing and remix-
ing, being incremental and iterative, and testing and debugging. As block-based
coding environments like Scratch have been suggested for developing CT skills,
the fourth cluster includes five articles covering those practices of CT (Lye et
al., 2014 [LK14], Vallance and Towndrow, 2016 [VT16], Zhong et al., 2016
[Zho+16], Fronza et al., 2017 [FIC17] and Román-González, 2017 [RPJ17]).
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The fifth cluster includes articles deriving from Selby and Woollard (2013)
[BR12] (red border in Figure 6). They synthesized the CT dimensions from
Barr and Stephenson (2011) [BS11] and CSTA, and ISTE (2011) [IC11]. Selby
and Woollard [BR12] concluded that CT skills involve abstractions, decomposi-
tion, algorithmic thinking, generalization, and evaluation. Compared to Barr and
Stephenson (2011) [BS11], data manipulation was left out for being too broad,
not-well defined, or not considered a skill. The CT skill of generalization was
added from the dimensions of CSTA and ISTE [IC11]. Afterwards, those five
skills of CT have been recognized as being the main dimensions of CT by several
authors (Anderson, 2016 [And16], Selby, 2015 [Sel15], Csizmadia et al., 2015
[Csi+15], Angeli et al., 2016 [Ang+16], Dagienė and Sentence, 2016 [DS16],
Marcelino et al., 2018 [Mar+18], Duncan et al., 2017 [DBA17] and Dagienė et al.,
2017 [DSS17]. As some of the dimensions of CT from CSTA and ISTE (2011)
[IC11] are common with Selby and Woollard (2013) [SW13] (orange border on
Figure 6), several authors have included both ideas (Seiter and Foreman, 2013
[SF13], Dasgupta and Purzer, 2016 [DP16] and Mouza et al., 2017 [Mou+17]).

The sixth cluster evolves from the article by Brennan and Resnick (2012)
[BR12] (yellow border on Figure 6), which connects it with an analysis of au-
tomatic visual programming language projects. Moreno-León (2015) [MRR15]
defined eight aspects of CT that can be assessed in Scratch projects: abstraction,
parallelism, logic, synchronization, flow control, user interactivity, and data rep-
resentation. The main impact is opening up algorithmic thinking by looking at
it to demonstrate the usage of parallelism, synchronization, logical thinking, and
flow control. As articles in the previous dimension have excluded data manipula-
tion, Moreno-León (2015) [MRR15] has included it due to being emphasized by
data representation and user interactivity. These dimensions have been used later
on in several studies (Chang et al., 2017 [CTC17], Munoz et al., 2016 [Mun+16],
Moreno-León et al., 2016 [MRR16], Robles et al., 2017 [Rob+17], Moreno-León
et al., 2017a [MRR17], Brackmann et al. 2017 [Bra+17] and Moreno-León et
al., 2017b [Mor+17]) that analyze projects created in educational programming
environments.

As the cluster map (see Figure 6) shows, six main clusters of the dimensions
of CT skills can be identified based on the articles. Each cluster derives from
specific authors, but no real consensus about the dimensions has appeared. Each
cluster originating from distinct authors leads us to the idea of collecting the CT
skills from each original author to form a unified model for assessing CT skills.
The common understanding from the articles is that CT is the thinking process
involved in solving algorithmic problems. Wing [Win06] states that problem-
solving starts with defining a problem and ends with testing and evaluation.

The next section describes the process of creating a model for assessing CT
skills based on the composed cluster model.
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4.2. A New Model for Assessing CT Skills

Based on 65 included articles, the first study of the thesis grouped the definitions
and dimensions of CT into six clusters identified from the original articles found
through the EBSCO Discovery Search and the ACM Digital Library. To find a
common understanding of the relations between the aforementioned six studies,
a proposal of using three stages of the CT process from Repenning et al. (2017)
[RBE17] was used. Repenning [RBE17] identified three stages of the CT process
that a CT tool must elicit:

1. Problem formulation (abstraction), where the problem is conceptualized
verbally.

2. Solution expression (automation), where the solution is expressed in a non-
ambiguous way so that the computer can carry it out.

3. Execution and evaluation (analysis), where the solution is executed by the
computer in ways that show the direct consequences of one’s thinking.

Finding a consensus can be difficult, but based on the descriptions of the CT skills,
the first study of the thesis suggests grouping all the CT skills deriving from the six
original articles into three larger algorithmic problem-solving stages. In this the-
sis, Table 1 visualizes how all the CT skills deriving from the six original articles
can be grouped into three larger algorithmic problem-solving stages: defining the
problem, solving the problem, and analyzing the solution (see Table 1). Defining
the problem includes skills problem formulation, abstraction, problem reformu-
lation, and decomposition. Solving the problem includes skills in data collection
and analysis, algorithmic design, automation, parallelization, and iteration. Ana-
lyzing the solution includes generalization, testing, and evaluation.
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As problem-solving is a cyclic activity, this study suggests for all the CT skills
are divided into three algorithmic problem-solving stages, identified from the sys-
tematic literature review, to form a cyclic model for assessing CT skills (see Figure
7) in three algorithmic problem-solving stages.

Algorithmic
design

Problem 
formulation

Abstraction

Problem 
reformu-

lation

General-
ization

Testing

Data 
colleciton 

and 
analysis

Paral-
lelization

Automation

Iteration

Decompo-
sition

Evaluation

Figure 7. A new model for assessing CT skills

The next paragraphs describe these three stages together in the theoretical
model for assessing CT skills created in this thesis.

4.2.1. Defining the Problem

The first stage of the new model for assessing CT is defining the problem, which
derives from Wing’s [Win06] description of CT as a way of solving problems.
This stage of defining the problem includes all CT skills that are needed before
actually starting to solve the algorithmic problem. Next, all the CT skills, included
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in the stage of defining the problem, are described.
Problem Formulation. Although several authors do not include defining a prob-

lem as a separate skill, all articles describe it as part of the algorithmic problem-
solving process. As CT is a thought process used in solving algorithmic problems,
it is essential to understand and research the real-life problems that need to be
solved. Problem formulation is a process of conceptualizing a problem verbally
[RBE17]. This skill includes researching the problem. Decomposing and for-
mulating the main problem is the first step that allows students to conceptualize,
either verbally, e.g., by trying to formulate a question such as "How can I solve
this problem?" or visually, e.g., by describing behaviors and relationships [PV17].

Abstraction. Secondly, all of the main articles presented in the table 1, include
abstraction as an important part of CT. Abstraction occurs when a problem is for-
mulated, and it is important to identify and extract relevant information to define
the main idea(s) to solve the problem. As abstraction includes modeling the core
aspects of complex problems or systems, it also includes modularizing the prob-
lem.

Solving an algorithmic problem starts with understanding the problem and
defining how it can be solved by a computer, machine, or a human being. Abstrac-
tion has a vital part in it by being an ability to decide what details of a problem
are important and what details can be ignored while solving the problem [SW13].
The ability to create and use abstractions is used constantly across mathematical
and scientific undertakings, be it creating computational abstractions when writing
a program, generating visualizations of data to communicate an idea or finding,
defining the scope or scale of a problem, or creating models to explore further or
understand a given phenomenon [Wei+16].

Although abstraction, to the idea of complexity, has been introduced as part of
CT by Wing in her original article [Win08], the definition has developed over the
subsequent years. Wing states that computing is the automation of our abstrac-
tions [Win08]. Abstraction is usually one of the first steps of problem-solving.
Based on the descriptions [Win08], [SW13] and definitions [Bit], [Goo], [Cod],
[Blo+15], tasks that need abstraction to include the following characteristics:

• tasks contain more information than is necessary for solving the task;
• the goal of the tasks is to decide what information is essential;
• the real-life problem needs to be understood and written down so that it can

be solved.
In computer science, abstraction is used, for example, when a computer pro-

gram plays chess or any other game filtering out the right moves and essential
info for the right move. In cooking recipes, we name our ingredients and give the
measurements giving the real-life objects names and values for further activities.

Problem Reformulation. Problem reformulation is reframing a problem into a
solvable and familiar one [SSA17]. Problem reformulation is similar to problem
formulation but is a skill connecting researching the real-life problem to visualiz-
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ing the algorithms for a solution. This needs visual thinking and communicating
of the problem to describe object interactions and metaphors that can support a
suggested approach [PV17]. In a game creation project, problem reformulation
can be a formulation of the story in terms of actors, virtual stage elements, game
goals, rules, and characters’ actions [Chi+17]. Problem reformulation needs a
skill of abstraction [RBE17].

Decomposition. The fourth skill included in the first stage is the decompo-
sition of the problem, which means breaking the problem down into manageable
units. Decomposition is usually listed after the abstraction, and in this model, they
follow each other. As problem formulation and reformulation have been added,
this step of decomposition now follows problem formulation.

Most of the complex algorithmic problems need a skill of decomposition to
break the problem down into smaller, more easily solved parts [SW13]. Al-
ready Polya (1948) provided a general discussion on the use of decomposition
in problem-solving and Hertz (1964) [POL]. They claimed that with the decom-
position principle, one could generally take account of more factors than when
making direct or global judgments, and it would seem possible to analyze infor-
mation on the various components more effectively by "computer" than by doing
it in one’s head.

Wing [Win08] has not used the word decomposition but has described breaking
problems down by functionality as part of CT. Decomposition is required when
dealing with extensive problems, complex systems, or complex tasks. Danny
Edelson [Fow17] points out that creating solutions requires breaking problems
down into chunks of functionality and sequencing them. Most recently, in refining
his definition of CT, Guzdial [Guz08] also includes decomposition as a skill of CT.
Based on the descriptions [Win08], [SW13], [Guz08], [Cou+11] and definitions
[Bit], [Goo], [Cod], decomposition tasks include the following characteristics:

• tasks should be sufficiently tricky for not enabling solving in one piece;
• tasks should be solvable when broken down into smaller parts;
• the sequence of the steps of the solution should not be necessary because

that already leads to the principle of algorithmic thinking skill.
In computer science, decomposition is used to break a computational graph

problem into four sections, each completed by a different computer processor.
Another example would be using several functions to conduct smaller tasks in a
more complex code. In cooking recipes, we have several parts of the process:
preparation, cooking, and decorating.

4.2.2. Solving the Problem

The second stage of the model for assessing CT skills includes aspects of solving
the problem. This stage consists of all CT skills involved in creating the solution
for the redefined algorithmic problem. Next, all the CT skills, included in the
stage of solving the problem, are described.
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Data Collection and Analyzis. The precondition for solving the problem al-
gorithmically is collecting and analyzing data beforehand. Data collection and
analysis include finding a data source for a problem area, collecting data from an
experiment, write a program to do basic statistical calculations on a set of data,
analyze data from an experiment, identify trends in data from statistics, use data
structures such as an array, linked list, stack, queue, graph, hash table, etc., use
histogram, pie chart, a bar chart to represent data, use sets, lists, graphs, etc., to
contain data, summarize data from an experiment and represent trends [BS11].
Data representation is depicting and organizing data in appropriate graphs, charts,
words, or images. [DBA17]

Algorithmic Thinking. After data manipulation, the solution for the problem is
designed with algorithmic design (a series of ordered steps). Algorithmic thinking
is evidenced through the creation of algorithms – algorithmic design. One of the
most important skills of CT is algorithmic thinking. An algorithm is a method
to solve a task (problem) that consists of defined instructions. Algorithmic think-
ing creates a step-by-step set of instructions carried out by a device [Voo+15],
[SW13]. Algorithmic design is using the creation of algorithms and develops al-
gorithmic thinking [SW13]. Algorithmic design relates to algorithmic thinking as
the design of algorithms is part of many solution theories of operation research
[AD16]. Algorithmic thinking and design is used not only in computer science
but in other disciplines as well.

Based on the descriptions [SW13], [Cou+11] and definitions, [Bit], [Goo],
[Cod], [Blo+15] algorithmic design tasks include the following characteristics:

• a problem that needs several steps to solve it;
• possible steps could be given beforehand;
• steps need to be used in the correct sequence.

In computer science, algorithmic thinking is the basis of solving problems in
various disciplines: optimization and search algorithms to identify best chemicals
for improving reaction conditions to improve yields in chemistry; quantum com-
puting in physics; mathematics behind string theory; testing planes via computer
simulations in engineering; electronic commerce in economics; crime scene in-
vestigations in law, etc. Most of these are using rather complex algorithms, but
the logic behind them remains the same – each of the tasks needs a step-by-step
solution that can be carried out by an information-processing agent. For exam-
ple, in cooking recipes, the algorithmic design is the step-by-step instructions for
creating the cake.

Iteration. Iteration is an adaptive process, one in which the plan might change
in response to approaching a solution in small steps [RBE17]. Students are incre-
mental and iterative while creating the paths with Logo as it gives them the op-
portunity to execute their commands and receive feedback immediately. [LK14].
Designing a project is not a clean, sequential process of first identifying a concept
for a project, then developing a plan for the design, and then implementing the
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design in code. Students use iterative cycles of imagining and building projects
– developing a little bit, then trying it out, and then developing further, based on
their experiences and new ideas [BR12].

Parallelization. Parallelization is threading, pipelining, dividing up data or
tasks in such a way that it is processed parallel, e.g., running experiments with
different parameters simultaneously [BS11]. Parallelism in a game creation is il-
lustrated with the presence of two or more characters that can execute an action
at the same time [FIC17]. In CT projects, events are represented by the listeners
("sensors") of actions that may be carried out. These events can be eventually
evaluated by conditions. Conditional blocks can be added to evaluate a fact, after
which a decision can be made. Data are present thanks to the possibility of inte-
grating variables that can be managed by using logic and mathematic operators.
Both data and operators provide inputs for conditional blocks as well [BR12]. In
Scratch projects, parallelization occurs on two scripts when a message sending
and receiving logic is applied [MRR15].

Automation. As algorithmic design uses parallelization and iteration, it eventu-
ally leads to the automation of the process. ISTE [IC11] views CT as algorithmic
thinking with automation tools and data representation with the use of simula-
tion. Automation is having computers or machines do repetitive tasks [DBA17].
It is the control flow realized with the help of control structures and information
processing [Nie+17]. Students develop their own thinking way when they real-
ize that the computers could produce more effective automatical solutions while
solving the problems [KÇÖ17]. It can be an approach to problem-solving that
can be automated in some way, and that can be applied in many subjects or areas
[KÇÖ17]

4.2.3. Analyzing the Solution

The third stage of the model is finally analyzing the created solution. Next, all the
CT skills included in the stage defining the problem are described.

Generalization. This stage includes generalization, which means transferring
this problem-solving process to a broader range of problems. Generalization is
the ability to express a problem solution in generic terms, which can be applied
to different problems that share some of the same characteristics as the original
[SW13]. Generalization is the ability to move from specific to broader applicabil-
ity, such as understanding how to draw a square by defining internal angles and
applying the same algorithm to produce an approximation of a circle. It is the abil-
ity to recognize parts of solutions that have been used in previous situations or that
might be used in future cases. Generalization is the step of identifying how small
pieces may be reused and reapplied to similar or unique problems. Based on the
descriptions [SW13] and definitions [Bit], [Goo], [Cod], [Blo+15], generalization
tasks include the following characteristics:

• the task to represent a problem in generic terms (e.g., function);
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• using new or already familiar algorithms in new situations.
In computer science, generalization can be seen in the concept of "objects,"

which may contain data often known as attributes, and procedures, often known
as methods. In cooking recipes, the structure of a recipe can be used for various
recipes, and elements of one recipe can be used in other recipes.

Testing. An essential role in solving the algorithmic problem is evaluating and
testing the solution, which includes analyzing the processes and the results in
terms of efficiency and resource utilization. This stage also includes systematic
testing and debugging, efficiency and performance constraints, error detection,
etc. Debugging and performance testing are essential activities in CT learning
[Lee+11]. As things rarely work just as imagined, it is critical for designers to
develop strategies for dealing with – and anticipating – problems [BR12]. Various
testing and debugging practices can be used, which are developed through trial
and error, transfer from other activities, or support from knowledgeable others.
Solutions can be tested by listing the various testing and debugging processes
[BR12].

Evaluation. Evaluation analyzes processes to assess and recognize the pro-
cesses and outcomes of efficiency and resource utilization [SW13]. Evaluation
goes hand-in-hand with several of the elements of CT described above. In the
context of solutions, analyzing could be interpreted as a similar term to evalu-
ation. [GP18] Wing [Win08] expresses the need for a computational thinker to
make trade-offs by evaluating the use of time and space, power, and storage. That
leads to the idea that evaluation tasks often already need a solution for the problem
to be analyzed in terms of whether the solution is correct and efficient. Based on
the descriptions [Win08], [SW13] and definitions [Bit], [Goo], evaluation tasks
include the following characteristics:

• solution for a problem is already given;
• task is to analyze if the solution is correct and efficient;

In computer science, if a device is needed to deliver something automatically to
a customer, it needs to be programmable in an error-free, quick, safe, and straight-
forward way. In cooking, the easiest way of evaluating the cake is by looking at
it and tasting it. Recipes can be changed in several ways: changing the ingredi-
ents, cooking time and temperature, or decorations. Efficiency can be altered by
changing the procedure more efficiently by thinking about making more than one
cake in a similar kitchen environment.

Problem-solving stages act cyclically as improvements can be made after all
of the CT stages are completed. The solution can still be improved after the eval-
uation and testing by using again the formulation of the emerged problems. This
way, the three-staged application of the CT model is repeated until the user is
satisfied with the result in the current time, knowledge, and resources frame.

As these three problem-solving stages repeat in a cyclic manner, categorization
of CT skills from six original articles allows us to create a new model for assessing
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CT skills proposed by the author of the thesis (see Figure 7). This model covers
all of the main dimensions extracted from the articles in a three-staged problem-
solving cycle, relying on CT to solve problems algorithmically.

4.2.4. An Example of Using the New Model for Assessing CT Skills

To get a better overview of the new model for assessing CT skills, this section
describes an example of the CT skills and stages, using an example of creating a
plant watering system (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. A model for assessing CT skills with illustrations from the project measuring
plants’ soil humidity.

Plants tend to lose vitality due to excessive or insufficient watering. An exam-
ple project to solve the problem of watering the plants at home starts with formu-
lating the problem: How to create a plant watering system that reminds us when
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to water the plant? The next step would be researching the problem. Abstraction
occurs when filtering out the relevant information from the irrelevant by planning
the way, how to collect data on soil moisture as a humidity percentage and to find
out which would be the optimal soil humidity percentage for the specific plant.
Extra data is necessary for turning on and off the alarm for saving the alarm clock
state. Planned activities for solving the problem include measuring the soil humid-
ity and turning the alarm on and off according to the data collected. Now, after
the abstraction, the solution for the problem is decomposed into smaller solvable
problems. Which hardware can be used for setting up the alarm and measuring
the humidity? Which algorithms can be used to turn the alarm on and off accord-
ing to the soil humidity percentage? An example of decomposition is dividing
the process into smaller stages: connecting a humidity sensor as an input and an
alarm clock as an output to the computer, creating algorithms for reading the data
about soil humidity, and turning on and off the alarm accordingly. When the stage
of defining the problem is over, the second stage starts (see Figure 8).

The second stage of the model includes the CT skills of solving the problem,
which includes putting together the plant watering system. The Arduino platform
can be used to control the soil humidity sensor and an alarm. The next step is to
compose the algorithm for measuring the soil humidity percentage and turning on
the alarm when humidity is too low. This algorithm of humidity regulation can
be used for various plants by just adjusting the variables for the minimum level
of humidity. An if-else loop can automatically turn on and off the alarm based on
soil humidity.

The third stage is analyzing the solution. The CT skill of generalizing de-
scribes the applicability of the solution that can be expanded to other plants and
situations like measuring room humidity, temperature, carbon dioxide, light, etc.
This stage also includes evaluating the frequency of humidity readings, user noti-
fication, and the accuracy of data and performance of the system.

As solving a problem can be a cyclic process, after completing the third stage,
the problem can be formulated again. For example, the user may not like an
alarm clock for notification and may prefer LED lights or email notifications for
that. If the user can not be near the plant to water it, or watering can be too
labor-intensive, an automatic system can be built. Would it be possible to add
an automated watering system safely with a water pump to the system? Can the
design be more aesthetic by hiding the wires? Improving the solution can lead to
real working solutions (see Figure 8).

Creating a new solution for the problem can lead to new problems. The second
prototype can be improved by completing the three stages of CT skills again until
the user is satisfied with the plant watering system.
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4.3. Tasks for Assessing CT Skills at Basic School Level

The aim of study 2 of the thesis is to find and test an instrument to assess CT skills
at basic school. To develop CT skills at basic school, a tool for assessing CT skills
must be developed. Bebras challenge tasks have been suggested by Dagiene and
Sentance [DS16] to assess and develop the skills of CT. Therefore, results from a
Bebras Challenge were analyzed with CFA to identify four CT skills: abstraction,
algorithmic design, decomposition, and evaluation. No tasks assessing the skill of
generalization were included in the Bebras Challenge. There were 15 tasks in the
Bebras challenge, whose factor loadings in the CFA came up as follows:

• Abstraction: .43, .36;
• Algorithmic thinking: .40, .34, .28, .29, .38, .36, .08, .20;
• Decomposition: .38, .43;
• Evaluation: .26, .23, .37.

Although the fit indexes of the model were almost satisfactory (TLI = .831, CFI =
.865 and RMSEA = 0.037), all factor loadings were small (.08-.43), which means
that the empirical study does not support the theory of the categorization of the
tasks assessing the skills of CT accordingly. In addition, it appeared that two
factors consisted of only two variables (tasks), while it is often expected that in a
good model, each factor should consist of at least three variables.

As the CFA did not support the four-factorial model, in addition to CFA, EFA
was used to determine if the Bebras challenge tasks could be divided into other
dimensions that better describe the CT skills. As a result, a two-factorial model
was suggested for assessing the skills of CT.

4.3.1. Exploratory Factor Analysis to Explore the Factor Structure of
Bebras Challenge Tasks to Assess CT

As CFA gave relatively small factor loadings for the model, EFA with principal
axis factoring was used with the Oblimin rotation and Kaiser normalization to
determine if the Bebras challenge tasks could be divided into other dimensions
that describe better the CT skills. As a result, a two-factorial model was suggested
for assessing the skills of CT. Tasks describing the two factors are shown in Table
2, where Tabachnick and Fidell [TF07] recommend a minimum factor loading of
.32 for including the task in the factor.
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Table 2. Factor loadings of two factors of the tasks and predicted original skill assessed.

Task name Factor 1 Factor 2 Original skill assessed
Geocaching 0.45 0.184 Abstraction
Crane operating 0.44 -0.13 Algorithmic thinking
Quick Beaver Code 0.41 0.20 Decomposition
Mushrooms 0.40 0.01 Algorithmic thinking
Biber Hotel 0.40 0.14 Algorithmic thinking
Robot the Stairs 0.39 0.20 Evaluation
Animation 0.33 0.25 Decomposition
Fair Share 0.33 0.31 Algorithmic thinking
Dream Dress 0.29 0.11 Algorithmic thinking
Bracelet 0.27 0.04 Evaluation
Cross Country 0.25 0.19 Algorithmic thinking
Animal Competition 0.20 0.44 Evaluation
Walnut Animals 0.31 0.40 Abstraction
Button Game 0.01 0.29 Algorithmic thinking
Pencil Alignment 0.17 0.20 Algorithmic thinking

Factor 1. Algorithmic thinking. The first factor, algorithmic thinking, includes
mostly predictably algorithmic thinking tasks and some other tasks for assessing
abstraction, decomposition, and even evaluation. Taking a closer look at the tasks,
all of the tasks already include a description of the problem and the question. None
of the tasks include skills of defining the problem and analyzing the solution. This
way, all the algorithmic thinking tasks can be summarized by describing tasks that
assess step-by-step solving skills. All the tasks used for assessing CT skills at the
basic school level are in Appendix A.

Factor 2. Pattern recognition. The second factor, pattern recognition, includes
tasks for predictably assessing evaluation, abstraction, and algorithmic thinking.
Again, taking a closer look at the tasks, all of the tasks include a description
of the problem and the question. None of the tasks include skills of defining the
problem and analyzing the solution. This way, all the pattern recognition tasks can
be summarized by including tasks that assess recognizing and applying familiar
algorithmic patterns and logic. All the tasks used for assessing CT skills at the
basic school level are in Appendix A.

As the Bebras challenge tasks are complex, and authors have admitted [DS16]
that tasks may need various CT skills to solve, the results differ from the theory
of assessing five skills of CT. The new model for assessing CT skills in study 1
(see Figure 7) is a theoretical model and in study 2 assessing four CT skills was
empirically tested. A two-factorial model was suggested for the stage of solving
the problem, which included two dimensions of CT skills:

• algorithmic thinking;
• pattern recognition.
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Based on that, a new model for assessing CT is modified by combining the
theoretical and empirical parts of the models by including algorithmic thinking
and pattern recognition dimensions in the problem-solving stage by replacing data
collection and analysis, parallelization, iteration, and automation (see Figure 9).
The reasoning behind the replacement is that the skills of algorithmic thinking
and pattern recognition are used in data collection and analysis, parallelization
iteration, and automation.
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Figure 9. Solving the problem stage suggested for the model of assessing CT skills.
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4.3.2. Description and an Example of Algorithmic Thinking Tasks

As previously mentioned, tasks included in Factor 1 can be characterized as tasks
of algorithmic thinking. These tasks require step-by-step solutions for the prob-
lems. Examples of the tasks that assess algorithmic thinking are The Crane Oper-
ating (see Figure 10) and The Quick Beaver Code (see Figure 11).

The crane in the port of Lodgedam has six different input commands:

left

right

up

down

grab

let go

Crate A is in the left position, crate B is in the position on the right.

Question:

Using the command buttons, swap the position of the two crates.

Figure 10. An example of algorithmic thinking task. Title: The Crane Operating

The first example of a task for assessing algorithmic thinking is The Crane Op-
erating task (see Figure 10), where students had to switch the places of two crates
using the given commands for the crane. This task needs a sequentially structured
algorithm for exchanging two objects and was initially listed as an algorithmic
design task. Places of two crates can only be changed if one of the crates is placed
on extra empty space. The sensible way of doing this is starting from crate A.
This task deals with designing and implementing sequential algorithms and pro-
cess concepts. Most programs work with sequentially run operations, so each
operation in the memory of the computer also needs extra space. As tasks in Be-
bras challenges are marked with three types of difficulty: A (easy), B (medium),
and C (hard), this task is marked with B (medium) difficulty, and results show that
75% of students in the age group were able to solve this task correctly.

The second example of an algorithmic thinking task is The Quick Beaver Code
(see Figure 11). Students had to use algorithmic thinking by looking at each
square of the code and calculating the binary value of the square. However, this
task was initially listed as a decomposition task. Although the answer can be
filtered out without doing complicated calculations by looking only at the first
square, which has the highest value of 365, on the top-left corner, it is still a step-
by-step process to find the solution. QR codes are used in applications, including
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The beavers want to encode numbers. They developed the Quick-Beaver-Code (QB-Code).

This is a code consisting of squares. Every square has a certain value.
The squares are filled line by line from the bottom to the top and from right to left.

The value of the bottom right square is 1. The other squares have double the value of the
square before them.

Example:

Here is a 3x3 QB-Code. The beavers have encoded a number 
by darkening some squares.

The number encoded is the sum of the values of the dark squares,
so the number encoded in this QB-Code is 2 + 32 + 64 = 98.

Question:
Of the following 4x4 QB-Codes, which one encodes the highest number?

A B C D

Figure 11. An example of an algorithmic thinking task. Title: The Quick Beaver Code

commercial tracking, entertainment, and transport ticketing, product/loyalty mar-
keting, and in-store product labeling. Mobile phone users may receive text, add a
contact to their device, open an URL, or compose a message after scanning a QR
code. This task is marked with C (hard) difficulty, and results show that 48% of
students solved this task correctly.

4.3.3. Description and an Example of Pattern Recognition Tasks

As previously mentioned, tasks included in Factor 2 can be characterized as tasks
of pattern recognition. Students cannot solve these tasks by applying step-by-step
solutions for solving and must recognize familiar patterns that emerge while solv-
ing the tasks. Examples of the tasks from Factor 2 are The Animal Competition
task (see Figure 12) and The Button Game task (see Figure 13).

The first example of a task assessing pattern recognition is The Animal Com-
petition (see Figure 12). This task requires an understanding of how data ordering
rules are used. The conditions used in this task are called constraints. When
working with data, some organization of the data is necessary. By solving this
task, students can organize data logically, interpret patterns and models, break
down problems into parts. This task is marked with B (medium) difficulty, and
results show that 11% of students in the age group could solve this task correctly.

The second example of a pattern recognition task is The Button Game (see Fig-
ure 13), where students have to find out the minimal button moves to put all green
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The beavers and dogs had a competition. In total nine animals took part.

The nine participants had the following scores: 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7.

No dog scored more than any beaver.

One dog tied with a beaver.

There were also two other dogs that tied with each other.

Question:

How many dogs took part in the competition?

2, 3, 5, 6 or 7

Figure 12. An example of a pattern recognition task. Title: The Animal Competition

You can play this game on the ground. Draw a board and put the coloured buttons on the board.
One step means to move one button to top, down, right of left through one box.

Question
What is the least number of steps to put all green squared buttons into one line at the button 
of the board?

Figure 13. An example of a pattern recognition task. Title: The Button Game

buttons into one line at the bottom of the board. This task cannot be solved easily
by creating a step-by-step solution as the starting point is unclear, although it was
initially listed as an algorithmic design task. Solving the task requires consider-
ing several solutions, which leads to the idea of finding the most optimal strategy
from the beginning of the game. Having experience with that sort of algorithm
is a benefit for finding the correct solution. This task includes solving algorithms
but concentrates on optimization and logic. Optimization means finding the most
cost-effective or highest achievable performance under given constraints by min-
imizing the undesired factors or maximizing desired ones. A strategy is needed
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to find the best solution from all feasible solutions, as the most efficient way of
solving this task is making a room first at the bottom of the board by moving blue
buttons up. This task is marked with C (hard) difficulty, and results show that 6%
of students in the age group could solve this task correctly.

These Bebras tasks are suggested for assessing CT. Still, they can also be
used in formative assessment at schools so that teachers can track their students’
progress in developing CT skills like algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition.
Although this study shows that five CT skills cannot be distinguished, the tasks
include applying CT skills like abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic thinking,
evaluation, and generalization in various stages.

4.4. Tasks for Assessing CT Skills at Secondary School Level

To develop CT skills at secondary school, a tool for assessing CT skills must be
developed. Results from study 2 show that Bebras challenge tasks could be used
at the basic school level. In study 3, the basic school tasks were used to conduct a
similar study at the secondary school level, replacing more manageable tasks with
more complicated ones. CFA was used to confirm the theory of using the same
instrument to assess two CT skills, algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition.

4.4.1. Pilot Study to Develop the Tasks to Assess CT Skills at
Secondary School Level

Study 3 includes the pilot study and main study. Can these previously developed
tasks for assessing CT skills at the basic school level be used at the secondary
school level, too? This means filtering out more manageable tasks to be replaced
with more difficult tasks more suitable for secondary school level. The tool for
assessing CT skills in basic school was used in the pilot study of study 3, and
results show that six tasks out of ten were too simple, having a successful com-
pletion rate of over 80%. As it is still important to remain focused on two skills
of CT – algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition, these tasks were replaced
with more difficult tasks from the same skills. Confirmatory factor analysis was
used to confirm that all the tasks form a bi-factorial model according to the skills
of CT.

4.4.2. Confirmatory Factor Model to Confirm the Factor Structure of
Tasks to Assess CT Skills

After the pilot study in study 3, the main study of study 3 was conducted to con-
firm with the CFA the suggested dimensions of CT. The figreffig:13 shows the
bi-factorial model as Factor 1 (f1) includes tasks that assess algorithmic thinking
and Factor 2 (f2) to assess pattern recognition.

The graph in Figure 14 shows the factor loadings of the tasks 1–5 (t1-t5) in
Factor 1 are from .429 to .745, and factor loadings of the tasks 6–10 (t6–t10) in
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Figure 14. CFA model from the results of CT tasks (t1-t10) with the factor loadings of
the two factors: algorithmic thinking (f1) and pattern recognition (f2).

Factor 2 are from .248 to .650. The correlation between the factors f1 (algorithmic
thinking) and f2 (pattern recognition) is .677.

The fit indices of the model were good (TLI = 1.035, CFI = 1.000, RMSEA
= .000, and WRMR = .541), which means that this empirical study supports the
theory proposed that the tasks are divided into two dimensions being suitable for
assessing the CT skills. CFI and TLI values are usually below one and are cur-
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rently over the top. It can occur for smaller sample sizes [Mpl].
Although the individual factor loadings are not very high (.25-.75), Tabach-

nick and Fidell [TF07] recommend a minimum factor loading of .32 for including
the task in the factor, and only task 8 had a value below that. Together, those
tasks form a two-factorial model with a very high significance. The tasks can
be suggested for formative assessment in lessons so that teachers can track their
students’ progress in developing CT skills.

All the tasks used for assessing CT skills at the secondary school level can be
seen in Appendix B.
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5. DISCUSSION

In a modernizing world, it is essential to develop CT skills as jobs are lost, and
new jobs are created by automation [AGZ16]. CT skills are fundamental skills for
everyone and belong to every child’s analytical ability, just like reading, writing,
and arithmetic [Win06]. Developing CT skills needs a systematic approach to
assess the CT skills. The author of the thesis proposed a model for assessing CT
skills and tools for assessing CT skills at basic and secondary school. To identify
the CT skills to be assessed, research is needed to have a common understanding
of CT skills, develop a model and an instrument to assess the CT skills.

This thesis offers a new model for developing CT skills based on six main
studies identified from the systematic literature review:

1. Wing (2006) [Win06],
2. Barr and Stephenson (2011) [BS11],
3. CSTA and ISTE (2011) [IC11],
4. Brennan and Resnick (2012) [BR12],
5. Selby and Woollard (2013) [SW13], and
6. Moreno-León (2015) [MRR15].
Combining the theoretical new model for assessing CT skills from study 1 (see

Figure 7) with the CT skills from the empirical study 2 (see Figure 9) and study 3
at basic and secondary school, a modified model for assessing CT skills is formed
(see Figure 15).
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Figure 15. A modified model for assessing CT skills

This modified model is similar to the theoretical new model for assessing
CT skills in three algorithmic problem-solving stages suggested by Reppenning
[RBE17], but the solving the problem stage is modified. The skills in the solving
the problem stage are replaced with two new skills coming from analyzing Bebras
Challenge tasks [Blo+15] suggested by Dagiene and Sentance [DS16] that were
designed for assessing the CT skills. Empirical studies 2 and 3 in this thesis show
that two main factors for categorizing the CT skills appeared from the factorial
analysis: algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition. These two CT skills are
used in data collection and analysis, parallelization, iteration, and automation.

Based on the systematic literature review, this thesis suggested the theoretical
categorization of four CT skills in defining the problem stage. Categorization of
the skills was not tested empirically, but are included in the new suggested model
for assessing CT skills:

• problem formulation;
• abstraction;
• problem reformulation;
• decomposition.
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The categorization of the skills in defining the problem stage is theoretical and
should be empirically tested. Tasks and scenarios for developing CT skills should
be created. It is a possibility that not that many skills can be identified in solving
the problem stage. For example, to formulate a problem, the skill of abstraction is
needed.

As this new model for assessing CT skills is a theoretical model, skills of the
second problem-solving stage were empirically tested in study 2. Dagiene et al.
(2016) [DS16] suggested Bebras Challenge tasks to assess abstraction, algorith-
mic design, decomposition, and evaluation. In this thesis, study 1 at the basic
school level did not support that theory. Instead, a two-factorial model was sug-
gested for the solving the problem stage, which included two dimensions of CT
skills:

• algorithmic thinking;
• pattern recognition.

In this thesis, study 3 was conducted at the secondary school level to find out if
tasks assessing CT skills at the basic school level could be used at the secondary
school level. Assessing CT skills with a modified instrument for assessing CT
skills at the secondary school level confirmed the theory of two dimensions sug-
gested in the study conducted at the basic school level. The model for assessing
CT skills was modified accordingly, combining the theoretical and empirical part
of the problem-solving stage by replacing data collection and analysis, paralleliza-
tion, iteration, and automation with algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition
skills (see Figure 15).

This thesis did not test empirically the categorization of CT skills in the third
analyzing the solution stage. The systematic literature identified four CT skills in
the analyzing the solution stage:

• generalization;
• testing;
• evaluation.

Categorization of the skills in analyzing the solution stage is theoretical and
should be empirically tested. Tasks and scenarios for developing CT skills should
be created. It is possible that not that many skills can be identified in solving the
problem stage. For example, to test the solution, the skill of evaluation is needed.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

6.1. Conclusions

Academic articles often include various definitions of CT. This Ph.D. thesis offers
a unified model for a common understanding of the assessment of CT skills. RQ
1 and RQ 2. Which dimensions of CT skills can be identified in articles on devel-
oping CT? How can these dimensions from different articles be combined into a
new theoretical model for developing CT?

• This thesis identified three stages of assessing CT skills as follows:

– defining the problem, which includes the CT skills of formulating the
problem, abstraction, problem reformulation, and decomposition;

– solving the problem, which includes the CT skills of algorithmic think-
ing, and pattern recognition that lead to data collection and analysis,
parallelization, iteration, and automation;

– analyzing the solution, which includes the CT skills of generalization,
testing, and evaluation.

• A new model for assessing CT skills (see Figure 15) is formed by com-
bining the CT skills into one model. The model includes three sequential
stages for solving algorithmic problems that could be used for assessing CT.
Previous models of CT have not listed CT skills in the order of occurrence
in such a cyclic manner, where each stage follows the previous one. This
model can be used by teachers, students, and scientists to assess various
project ideas and instructional activities.

RQ 3 and RQ 4. Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills at basic
school? Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for assess-
ing CT at basic school?

• This thesis suggests a test containing Bebras tasks for assessing CT skills at
the basic school level. Two CT skills can be assessed in the stage of solving
the problem in any kind of lesson, and the test is not limited to specific
situations or software. Test results can be assessed either automatically
online or manually using paper and pencil. Two factors that emerged from
the study are characterized as algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition,
which can be assessed by the test.

RQ 5 and RQ 6. Which instrument can be used to assess CT skills at sec-
ondary school? Which CT skills can be differentiated with an instrument used for
assessing CT at secondary school?

• As an instrument for assessing CT skills at the basic school level was de-
veloped, the question remained, which instrument could be developed for
assessing CT skills at the secondary school level. This thesis also presents a
test that can assess CT skills at the secondary school level. The test consists
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of 10 Bebras challenge tasks, where five tasks assess algorithmic thinking
and five tasks pattern recognition skills. Results show that the two-factorial
model is fitting. The main factors can be described as algorithmic think-
ing (tasks of finding step-by-step solutions for algorithmic problems) and
pattern recognition (tasks of recognizing algorithms for solving algorithmic
problems).

6.2. Implications

Practical implications:
• The main new aspects of the model for assessing CT skills include explain-

ing the way of assessing the stages and skills of CT with examples from
project-based learning. This model can be used in a problem-solving pro-
cess to assess CT skills from start to finish by completing the sequential
stages. This model can be used by teachers and students to assess and de-
velop various project ideas and instructional activities.

• An instrument for assessing CT skills at basic school was created. This
thesis suggests tasks for assessing the two CT skills (algorithmic thinking
and pattern recognition) that can be used in any kind of basic school lessons;
that is not limited to specific situations or software, and that can be effective
in a paper or an online test that can be automatically assessed by the teacher
or a researcher.

• An instrument for assessing CT skills at secondary school was created. This
study suggests tasks for assessing two CT skills at secondary school; the
tasks can be used in any kind of lesson; they are not limited to specific
situations or software, and they can be used effectively in a paper on online
tests. The instrument consists of 10 tasks with five tasks for each of the two
CT skills: algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition.

Theoretical implications:
• A modified model for assessing CT skills was created, as previous models

have not included CT skills in such a cyclic manner where the assessed CT
skills are divided into three major problem-solving stages following each
other.

• In assessing CT problem-solving skills at basic school, this study explored
two main factors emerging, which can be characterized as algorithmic think-
ing (includes mainly tasks of algorithmic patterns and decomposition) and
pattern recognition (includes mainly tasks of abstraction, generalization,
and evaluation).

• In assessing CT problem-solving skills at secondary school, this study con-
firmed the two-factorial model is fitting. The two emerging main factors
can be described as algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition, like in the
basic school study.
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Directions for further studies:
• Further research is needed to investigate the factorial structure of the modi-

fied model for assessing CT. More information about the factorial structure
of the problem-solving stage could give us more information about the two-
factorial structure of CT skills that could be assessed using other skills.

• Also, further research is needed to investigate in more depth each of the
core CT skills and to create more tasks for assessing the various concepts
of CT. Distinguishing other skills of CT to create tasks helps us under-
stand their differences and use that knowledge in assessing and developing
those skills. The relationships between the various skills could be further
researched. The tasks are constructed so that they could be used in different
subjects tackling computational problems. The scenarios and activities for
integrating the tasks of CT into the basic and secondary school level class-
room could be created, and the effectiveness of the activities developing the
awareness and knowledge of the CT principles could be researched.

6.3. Limitations

The main limitations are as follows:
• The limitations of the study are that the tasks used in the test are relatively

small and specific, which means that it can be difficult to create similar
tasks. The tasks are only rated as true or false, but they could be devel-
oped further by allocating point scores to smaller parts of the tasks. Some
tasks were still a little too easy for secondary school students and could be
replaced with more complex tasks. Some tasks included multiple-choice
questions, and, therefore, it was possible to select the right answer ran-
domly. This study does not include scenarios for developing the CT skills
that are assessed with the test, and, therefore, another systematic approach
is required for that purpose.

• The limits of this model are that it is based only on the search term "compu-
tational thinking" and on the articles found in two search engines. Although
these two search engines are rather significant, powerful, and well accepted
in the research community, the new model does not include dimensions
from the articles that do not present specific lists of CT skills. The identi-
fied clusters are based on a number of references from the other articles and
can be changed in the future as new approaches get more references. Some
aspects like abstraction, generalization, and data collection can occur in
other sages, but the model only considered main occurrences, as explained.

• Further research is needed to create scenarios for developing and assessing
the development of CT skills at various school levels. The tools for eval-
uating CT skills could be created to give us more information about the
elements and the relations of the elements in the model. The model for
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assessing CT skills can be used in various subjects and at various school
levels for assessing the development of CT skills.

• Further research is needed to investigate the other dimensions of CT skills
(defining the problem and analyzing the solution) to create tasks for de-
veloping and assessing those skills. The relationships between the various
skills could be further researched. The tasks are constructed so that they
can be used in different subjects tackling computational problems. Another
idea for research would be developing activities for integrating the tasks
of CT into the secondary school level classroom using various scenarios in
lessons and verification of the effectiveness of such activities.
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Appendix A. TASKS FOR ASSESSING CT AT BASIC
SCHOOL LEVEL

A.1. Task 1. Geocaching

A.2. Task 2. Crane Operating
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A.3. Task 3. Quick Beaver Code

A.4. Task 4. Mushrooms
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A.5. Task 5. Biber Hotel

A.6. Task 6. Robot the Stairs
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A.7. Task 7. Animation

A.8. Task 8. Fair Share
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A.9. Task 9. Dream Dress

A.10. Task 10. Bracelet
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A.11. Task 11. Cross Country

A.12. Task 12. Animal Competition
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A.13. Task 13. Walnut Animals

A.14. Task 14. Button Game
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A.15. Task 15. Pencils Alignment
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Appendix B. TASKS FOR ASSESSING CT AT
SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL

B.1. Task 1. Crane operating

B.2. Task 2. Popularity

B.3. Task 3. Word Chains
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B.4. Task 4. Geocaching

B.5. Task 5. Irrigation System

B.6. Task 6. Beaver Lunch
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B.7. Task 7. Button Game

B.8. Task 8. Decorating Chocolate
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B.9. Task 9. Pencils’ Alignment

B.10. Task 10. Building a Chip
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SISUKOKKUVÕTE

Algoritmilise mõtlemise oskuste hindamise mudel

Tehnoloogia on kõikjal meie ümber ja arvutiteadus pole enam ainult eraldi distsip-
liin teadlastele, vaid omab aina laiemat rolli ka teistel aladel. Lugemise, kirjuta-
mise ja arvutamise kõrval on algotitmilise mõtlemise (ingl computational thin-
king) oskus saamas vajalikuks oskuseks kõigile. Huvi algoritmilise mõtlemise
arendamise vastu kasvab kõigil haridustasemetel alates eelkoolist kuni ülikoolini.
Sellega seoses vajame aina enam üldhariduskoolide tasemel uuringuid, et omada
paremat ülevaadet algoritmilise mõtlemise oskuste erinevatest dimensioonidest, et
luua mudelit, mis aitaks praktiliselt hinnata algoritmilise mõtlemise oskuste taset.

Algoritmilist mõtlemist kirjeldatakse paljudes artiklites ja raportites, kuid sa-
geli pole need artiklid omavahel kooskõlas ja puudub ühine arusaamine algoritmi-
lise mõtlemise oskuste dimensioonidest, millele keskenduda arendamisel ja hin-
damisel. Doktoritöö sisaldab süstemaatilist kirjanduse analüüsi, kus mõjukama-
te artiklite sünteesimisel jõutakse kolmeetapilise algoritmilise mõtlemise oskuste
mudelini. See mudel koosneb järgnevatest etappidest: i) probleemi defineerimine,
ii) probleemi lahendamine ja iii) lahenduse analüüsimine. Need kolm etappi sisal-
davad järgnevaid algoritmilise mõtlemise osaoskust: probleemi formuleerimine,
abstrahheerimine, probleemi reformuleerimine, probleemi osadeks võtmine, and-
mete kogumine ja analüüs, algoritmiline disain, paralleliseerimine, itereerimine,
automatiseerimine, üldistamine ning tulemuse hindamine ja testimnine.

Selleks, et algoritmilist mõtlemist põhikoolis süstemaatiliselt arendada, on va-
ja mõõtevahendit vastavate oskuste mõõtmiseks põhikoolis. Üheks võimaluseks
soovitatakse kasutada selleks rahvusvahelise informaatikaviktoriini Kobrase üles-
andeid. Doktoritöö uurib testide abil empiiriliselt, milliseid algoritmilise mõt-
lemise osaoskusi on võimalik eraldada Kobrase viktoriini tulemustest lähtuvalt.
Uurimuslikku faktoranalüüsi kasutati 7100 osalejaga Kobrase viktoriini tulemus-
te analüüsimiseks ja selle põhjal loodi kahefaktoriline mudel, mille faktoreid saab
nimetada üldnimetustega algoritmiline disain ja mustrite äratundmine.

Kuna loodud instrument töötab põhikoolis, siis tekkis küsimus, kas seda oleks
võimalik kasutada ka gümnaasiumis? Doktoritöös esitletakse ka täiendatud ja em-
piiriliselt testitud mõõtevahendit gümnaasiumi jaoks. 649 gümnaasiumiastme õpi-
last vastasid kohendatud testile ja kinnitava faktoranalüüsiga kinnitati, et täienda-
tud mõõtevahend on sobilik hindamaks algoritmilise mõtlemise osaoskusi algorit-
milist disaini ja mustrite äratundmist ka gümnaasiumis.

Doktoriöö arutelu peatükis pakutakse välja teoreetilisi ja empiirilisi tulemusi
kokkuvõttev kohendatud algoritmilise mõtlemise oskusi hindav mudel.
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